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Abstract— Search results (Data records) retrieved from web 
sources such as search engines or dynamic websites (e.g. online 
shopping) are usually scattered among different web pages. Each 
of these response pages displays fixed number of records ordered 
by certain search criteria. These response pages usually contain 
one or more hyperlinks that allows user to navigate to other 
response pages. Certain applications like web data extraction 
sometime needs to access only response pages that belong to 
certain search criteria. However current web crawlers cannot 
distinguish between related response pages and other pages from 
the single web source. In this paper we have proposed a simple 
and effective approach for identifying the URLs of the subsequent 
response pages from a web search source. Our approach takes the 
URLs of second and third response pages as input and generates 
the URLs of remaining pages as output. We have employed 
Myer's diff algorithm [1] for determining the differences between 
parameters in the input URLs. After identifying key parameters 
and their differences we construct URLs for remaining pages by 
assigning proper weight to key parameters. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Search results (Data records) retrieved from web sources 
such as search engines or dynamic websites (e.g. online 
shopping) are usually scattered among different web pages 
[2]. Each of these response pages displays fixed number of 
records ordered by certain search criteria. These response 
pages usually contain one or more hyperlinks that allows 
user to navigate to other response pages. Certain web data 
extraction algorithms as mentioned in as mentioned in [3], 
[4], [5], [6] and [7] sometime needs to access only response 
pages that belongs to certain search criteria. 

Fig. 1 Sample web pages displaying product information 

Figure 1 shows sample response page from Amazon 
website displaying list of cameras. The web page lists 
information about nine different cameras. At the bottom of 
the page we can see navigation links pointing to other 
response pages. User navigates through these navigation 
links to view remaining results (cameras) scattered on other 
web pages. In this paper, we refer to such navigation links 
as Subsequent Page links (SPLs). 

Often different web sources display these SPLs in 
different format. Figure 2 displays few sample SPL formats 
used by some of the web sources. After surveying many 
web sources, in this paper we classify SPLs into two 
different types: 

(a) Multi SPL: In this type, any response page has 
several SPLs in the form of hyperlinks pointing to several 
other response pages. 

(b) Single SPL: In this type, any response page has only 
one and or two SPL(s) in the form of hyperlink pointing to 
previous and or subsequent response page(s) respectively. 

Fig. 2 Multi SPL and Single SPL 

The above SPLs types can be in the form of links, 
buttons, images, etc 

Web Data Extraction systems often need to access these 
web pages for data extraction. Eventually, extracted data 
might be post-processed, converted in the most convenient 
structured format and stored for providing value added 
services such as comparative shopping, market intelligence, 
meta-querying and search ( [3], [4], [5], [6], [7]). 

The first step in many Web Data Extraction 
systems is to access the collection of web pages from a web 
source. However due to the vast nature of web sources it is 
very difficult to group the web pages according to certain 
criteria for e.g. separating pages containing mobile listings 
from laptops listings. Currently there are no available 
algorithms that can segregate between different categories 
of web pages accurately.  

The main aim of our work is to devise an 
algorithm that will access/download only pages that belong 
to certain category listing. The advantage is processing and 
network bandwidth savings. This also results in elimination 
of redundant and unrelated web pages thereby aiding in 
efficient data extraction.  
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 In this paper we have presented highly effective 
and efficient solution for determining subsequent response 
pages. We have also implemented this algorithm. The rest 
of the work is organized as follows. Section 2 describes 
about the progress being done till yet in this area. Section 3 
describes our algorithm in detail. Section 4 lists the results 
that were found during the testing of the algorithm. Finally 
section 5 concludes the shortcomings and further work that 
need to be done for the betterment of the algorithm. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Web crawlers are relatively automated programs that 
methodically scan through internet pages to create an index 
of the data they are looking for. Web crawlers are also 
known as web spider, web robot, bot, and automatic indexer. 
When employed in search engines, web crawlers searches 
the HTML document for given web site in the internet. It 
stores a copy of page that has been visited by search 
engines and indexing is performed. 

 Focused Web Crawling [8] is intended for the 
people who are interested in a small fraction of the Web. 
The Focused crawlers are used to discover the set of pages 
that covers certain topic. Focused Web Crawling helps in 
time, network bandwidth and storage savings. 

A. Fetching Web data 

Web data integration systems often need to extract data 
from each of its web sources distributed over the Web. In a 
favourable environment, an integration system may have 
special agreement with its web sources on how to transfer 
data or utilizing Web Services. If the number of web 
sources are less and stable, an integration system could 
have customized programs for different web sources to 
fetch data. However, when an integration system needs to 
manage hundreds of web sources, especially when they are 
autonomous and heterogeneous and changes their interfaces 
frequently in unpredictable way; highly automated, 
adaptive, and robust methods are needed for the integration 
of the fetched data. 

 For automatic processing, the integration system 
should have the capability to automatically discover search 
interfaces, send queries and fetch the response pages. 
However, it is not clear how an integrator can fetch data 
from subsequent response pages. In this paper, we assume 
that we are able to connect to a Web search source’s 
interface, submit required queries, and fetch the first 
response page returned. 

 

B.  Wrapper Generations 

Wrapper generation is a data extraction enabling process 
that has been employed extensively in the area of 
Structured Data Extraction [10], [11]. If we can identify 
SPLs and fetch the corresponding pages, wrappers can be 
generated to process these pages to extract the records 
contained in them. In the context of this paper, a wrapper is 
used to extract a specified response page from a Web search 
source rather than the result records contained in a 
particular response page. 

 

III. SUBSEQUENT RESPONSE PAGE PREDICTION 

We first define few terms that we use for the purpose of 
simplifying the description of our approach: 

Definition 1: Incorrect Query: When a search query q is 
submitted to a Web search source S, resultant records R are 
scattered into set of P pages with each page p containing C 
resultant records (such that C>0). Query q is an Incorrect 
Query to S when R = 0 and P = 0 

Definition 2: Optimal Query: When a search query q is 
submitted to a Web search source S, resultant records R are 
scattered into set of P pages with each page p containing C 
resultant records (such that C>0). Query q is an Optimal 
Query to S when R > C and P > 1. 

Definition 3: Correct Response Page: The response pages 
P returned for optimal query is called as Correct Response 
Page (CRP). 

Definition 4: Incorrect Response Pages: The response 
pages P returned for an incorrect query is called as 
Incorrect Response Page (IRP).  

The proposed algorithm takes URLs of second and third 
pages of a Web search source as input and returns list of 
candidate SPLs L such that each SPL in L maps to one of 
the URLs of pages in P. 

A. Probe Query Generation 

First, we need to generate an optimal query 
corresponding to the input Web source. In our running 
example, ‘datamining’ is the optimal query qi to web source 
google.com. Thus the URLs (SPLs) for the first three pages 
are as follows: 
https://www.google.com/search?q=datamining 
https://www.google.com/search?q=datamining&start=10 
https://www.google.com/search?q=datamining&start=20 

B. Observations 

Generally data extraction algorithms like [2], [3], [4], [5] 
and [12] assumes that the data to be extracted from the Web 
pages follows few regularities when displayed (e.g., similar 
layout, similar record structure, similar tag strings, etc.). 
Similarly, we can observe that URLs of SPLs generated by 
a Web source in response to a query also follow some 
regularity. The reason is that these response pages are 
generated by dynamic programs on the server side whose 
results depend on the supplied query parameters. 

 When we submit a query to a web search source, 
the query appears in the URLs of the results as name value 
pair. The name value pair with query as its value is called 
as query parameter. For example when we submit Search 
another query say ‘webmining’ to Google we get URLs(or 
SPLs) for the first three pages as follows: 
https://www.google.com/search?q= webmining 
https://www.google.com/search?q= webmining &start=10 
https://www.google.com/search?q= webmining &start=20 

 In above cases we can see that the search query 
appears in the URLs (SPLs) with query parameter q having 
value as webmining. 

 In every SPL we have at least one parameter that is 
used to distinguish SPLs from one another and hence 
subsequent pages. Such parameters are called page 
parameter(s).The two SPLs for a single query to a web 
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search source only differ in page parameter(s). If we ignore 
page parameter(s), then all the SPLs will be the same. Thus 
by appropriately changing the values of page parameter(s), 
we can fetch the desired response pages from the web 
search source. Hence the main goal is to identify page 
parameters in the SPLs and difference δ between two 
successive pages parameter(s). Once identified, we simply 
increment the page parameter(s) by the difference δ to fetch 
the required page. For previous example we have delta =10 

 Thus after knowing the page parameter for second 
and third pages p2 and p3 respectively we can fetch the 
page number p using the formula: 

https://www.google.com/search?q=webmining&start=S 
such that S=((p2 + (p3 – p2))*p). 
 
Thus after constructing SPLs for required pages we can 

easily fetch them for data extraction or similar purpose. 

C. Pseudo code for Page Parameter Normalization 

1) Input URLs of second and third page say URL2 
and URL3. 

2) Find list of differences between the URL2 and 
URL3 using Myer's diff algorithm. where each item 
in the list is in the one of the following format: 

=(str) means string str is common in both 
the URLs. 
-(str) means string str is deleted from the 
first URL i.e. URL2. 
+(str) means string str is added to the first 
URL i.e. URL2. 

3) If str is deleted from URL2, get the position of str 
in URL2 

4) Find the digits that are near str (both left side and 
right side) in URL2. Let’s call this strDigit2. 

5) Find the corresponding digits that are near position 
of str (both left side and right side) in URL3. Let’s 
call this strDigit3. 

6) Replace strDigit2 and strDigit3 with a unique 
string every time say myparam1, myparam2, 
myparam3 and so on. 

7) Save data in the format myparam1, strDigit2, 
strDigit3 in the list say paralist. 

8) Repeat through step 2 until there is no difference 
between URL2 and URL3. 

Once we normalize the page parameters using the page 
parameter normalization technique, both URL2 and URL3 
becomes identical. The next step is to predict SPL for 
required page p by appropriately replacing page parameter 
values. 

D. Pseudo code for Subsequent Page Link Prediction 

1) To get the URL for page number p, create copy of 
the URL2 say newURL. 

2) Get the first item from the list paralist. 
3) Get parameter name say myparam1, strDigit2 and 

strDigit3 from the list item. 
4) Replace myparam1 in the newURL with (strDigit2 

+ (strDigit3 – strDigit2))*p. 
5) Repeat from step 2 with remaining items in the list 

i.e. myparam2, myparam3 and so on. 

6) Now the newURL is the final URL for page no p. 

IV. EXPERIMENT 

The proposed work is implemented using java. To 
analyse the validity and performance of our algorithm we 
made it to pass through various set of web pages. During 
our experiments we came across response web pages of 
different categories. 

A. Response page with no SPL 

In this category the web search source returns few 
records for viewing purpose. The remaining records are 
displayed dynamically using AJAX or JavaScript based on 
user’s interactions on the same page. Our technique is not 
applicable to this category since there is no SPL. 

B. Response page with Numeric Page Parameter(s) 

In this category more than one response pages are 
returned by web search source. Each response page contains 
SPL for navigating to other pages. However the page 
parameters have numeric values. Our technique achieves 
100% accuracy for response pages in this category. 

C. Response page with Non-Numeric Page Parameter(s) 

In this category the more than one response pages are 
returned by web search source. Each response page contains 
SPL for navigating to other pages. However the page 
parameters have non-numeric values. Our technique is not 
applicable to this category since it cannot identify the 
difference between the page parameters accurately. 

D. Execution Time 

Execution time: Average time taken for our approach is 
O(1) to fetch the required page. Once a data structure is 
created for a Web source after page parameter 
normalization, any specified response page can be fetched 
from that source in a fraction of a second. 

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper we proposed a simple yet novel technique 
for automatically fetching desired response page from Web 
search source. It is a vital task for information integration 
systems since search results retrieved from web sources are 
usually scattered among different web pages. The proposed 
first normalizes the page links using Myer's diff algorithm 
and then fetches the required response pages. The algorithm 
works only for SPLs with numeric page parameters. Since 
most of the websites use SPLs with numeric page 
parameters this algorithm provide great benefits to various 
Knowledge Discovery Applications such as comparative 
study of products or services from various companies, 
smart shopping, etc. 

 We also observed the scenarios of page parameters 
with non-numeric values. Our technique is not applicable to 
this category since it cannot identify the difference between 
the page parameters accurately The future work would be 
normalization of page links with non-numeric page 
parameter(s).Finally testing algorithm on more and more 
web sources will be continuous process to fine tune  it for 
any corner cases. 
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